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Director’s Note
It gives me great pleasure to give my best wishes for the first edition of ‘The Blueprint’, the newsletter
from the Department of Data Science. Today’s world is data-oriented, in that we require the art of
putting forth the data in a presentable fashion. The art of storytelling is a skill set handcrafted for the
era of big data. We need to convey data not just in charts and numbers but as a narrative that humans
can comprehend. Outside-the-box thinking is what will give your data the edge. The newsletter is
an artistic outlet to accomplish this goal and provide a creative platform to explore the ever-growing
field of Data Science. I appreciate the Department of Data Science for always proactively taking such
initiatives for providing a platform to express their talents. I believe ‘The Blueprint’ serves to combine
learning, innovativeness, and creativity. I congratulate the editorial team for their efforts in bringing
together this newsletter and carry forth their enthusiasm for future editions as well.
Dr Fr Jossy George

DATA SCIENCE
IN A NUTSHELL
Note from the Editor
Data Science drives a vast array of uses
across all industries. With the daily
development in the ever-evolving
realm of the field, the magnitude
of information it generates can
sometimes be challenging to keep
pace with. This newsletter is an apt
platform for students to churn out
that information for readers in an
accessible manner. The first edition
of ‘The Blueprint’ curate articles
that deliver insights and open up
conversations amongst scholars and
faculties about exploring the scope
in the field by creatively putting forth
those ideas down. The editorial team
has crafted and put together this
edition with this intention in mind. I
congratulate the team for undertaking
this initiative and wish they carry on
the flame for the future editions.

What is Data Science?

Dr. Anbunathan Ramaiah

Data Science is about using data to solve scientific problems. The problem can
be predicting phenomena or classifying the input image. A data scientist is a
professional who can understand the data, extract some useful information from
the data, and apply this information in solving these scientific problems. The
past and current data is collected, accumulated and used for analysis to decide
the future. The data is analysed to find the patterns out of it, and then to extract
actionable insight from them.
Data Science in Multidisciplinary
Data science is multidisciplinary in the sense, It involves Statistics, Machine
Learning, Deep Learning and used with other digital transformation technologies
such as AI, Blockchain, IoT, Android, Cloud Computing etc.
Some Key Aspects in Data Science
Data Analytics
Data Analytics is a process by which data is examined and studied in such a way that
conclusions can be reached. Activities such as data cleaning, data transformation,
data aggregation and data visualization are performed as part of Data Analytics.
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Data Cleaning
The data collected from a data source may be incomplete
with error data or missing data. Duplicate data needs to be
removed. The data may include outliers and inaccurate. In
such scenarios, appropriate action is taken. For example, the
missing data can be filled with the mean value of the data set.

aggregation functions are sum, average, count, mean,
minimum, maximum etc. These operations are performed
typically before statistical analysis.
Data Visualization

The objective of data cleaning is to get data with quality
attributes such as validity, accuracy, completeness,
consistency and uniformity.

Data Visualization is the graphical representation of
information and data. The visual elements such as charts,
graphs, maps etc. are used to depict the data so that some
useful information can be inferred. By visual inspection, one
can understand the outliers, trends, and patterns in the data.

Data Transformation

Data Analysis

The data has to be sorted or sliced to process the data further.
Different filters are used to filter a particular type of data.
To explore the data, the dataset has to be transformed to a
different form.

Data Analysis is an interactive process by which one can
tackle a problem by discovering the required data, analyzing
the data, and interpreting the data to recommend a solution
to the problem.

Data Aggregation
Data Aggregation is the process of gathering the data
and presenting them in a summarized format. Example

STATISTICS: THE LIGHT IN THE DARK
Dr Jitendra Kaushik

Statistics have proved to be a constant in this ever-evolving
world of analysis and prediction. If anything, statistics is the
basis for all such sorts of analytical and predictive calculations.
Dr Jitendra Kaushik, a Researcher and Assistant Professor
at CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Pune, Lavasa Campus
-The Hub of Analytics, explained the journey of statistics. He
said, “Statistics started as a science of counting as defined
by Boyle, and it has turned into the science of collection,
analysis, presentation, and interpretation of data. “The aspect
of interpretation makes statistics unique. Statisticians use
tools of central tendencies, including mean, median and
mode, and skewness, to understand the given data. It uses
probability distribution and probability theorem for future
prediction and favourability of events.
Dr Kaushik explained how statistics play an essential role in
making business decisions. He explained that the correlation
between income and expenditure found by statistics helps
entrepreneurs decide if they can sell luxury goods like Ferrari
in an area or shift the production to necessities. This study
is essential as the resources are limited, and there exists a
significant opportunity cost in production. Statistics can not
only answer what to produce but also how much to produce.
One of the ways to do so is by the straight-line method, also
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Kritica Bisht

known as trained analysis. In this analysis, which study the
past months’ sales and take their mean to estimate the ideal
quantity that should be produced.
Data Science and Statistics are interrelated and interdependent
as both include collection, interpretation, and prediction. Both
disciplines have the power to better the future through tools
like regression and correlation. Enterprises around the world
can boom if they use the right tools with the correct data.
Statistics helps to plan and attain goals with methodologies
of regression and step back to average. Professor Kaushik
concluded by saying, “Statistics is not just about the present,
but it is about studying the past for the future”. Enterprises
around the world can boom if they use the right tools with
the correct data. Statistics helps to plan and attain goals with
methodologies of regression and step back to average.

“

Statistics is not just about the present,

“

but it is about studying the past for the future.
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IN-CONVERSATION WITH DR SAMIKSHA SHUKLA
1. What made you choose your profession?
Dr Samiksha Shukla

I have always wanted to be a teacher. I had seen a passionate
and dedicated teacher at home in my grandfather. He was the
one who inspired me to take the role of teacher. not only to
share knowledge but to guide the upcoming generation to
follow the right path for their betterment. The joy of sharing
knowledge does bring a lot of satisfaction. Ultimately I think
it is your passion that drives you.
2. Which language should people start from?
I guess you are talking about programming languages :) Let
me tell you my own experience of learning the programming
language. I started learning programming at the age of 13.
At that time we had languages such as Foxpro and Pascal,
which now no longer exist. When I was in college I started
with C, C++, VB .Net and Java. I still remember the words
of my computer science teacher who said, “If we learn one
programming language perfectly, then imbibing any other
programming language will be easy.” That advice helped me
a lot in this dynamic technology world, as I realized I only
needed to understand the syntax whenever a new language
was launched. So I recommend you can choose any language
C or Python. But understand the syntax and program’s logic
building rather than remembering the code. That will help
you in your programming journey in the long run.
3. How to get better at coding?
I think that the only key to getting better at coding is practice.
I would suggest that you try to participate in a hackathon to
test your skills. Get your code reviewed by the classmates and
try to understand what is a more optimized way to write the
code. Do not give up when you make mistakes but learn from
them.
4. How to keep ourselves motivated when there are a lot
of bugs?
Having the problems around us is not the problem but not
trying to solve them is. We often blame the things/situation
around us and treat it as a problem rather than trying to solve
it. We need to accept we cannot get a solution instantly all the
time but we must try to think of ways possible to address the
problem. Keep it on top of your mind “If there is a problem,
there must be a solution”. We should have a solution-oriented
mindset, not a problem-oriented one. I truly believe in the
saying, “Inside every problem lies an opportunity” and that
will help us in staying motivated.

5. How to be a better leader?
I feel no one can keep everyone happy as a leader. From my
experience, these are a few things we can follow to become
better leaders. Have a plan by setting up goals. That will enable
you to envision the bigger picture and recognize success. It
is important to build trust with your teammates by having
honest and open communication. Listening attentively to
others opinions and concerns is a very essential skill to have.
Being self aware is also an important trait of being a leader.
To err is human, so always learn from your failures. Finally as a
leader you need to lead by setting the right example.
6. Any book you would recommend?
The book I would recommend everyone to read in the current
scenario is “Who Moved My Cheese?” by Spencer Johnson. It
talks about change management which is the need of the
hour in the current time where we have to learn, unlearn and
relearn.

CHRIST (Deemed to be University)Pune Lavasa Campus - ‘The Hub of Analytics’
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THE GAME BEHIND THE SPORTS
Data science and sports, two very different and completely
unrelated terms. However, in fact, in recent years, both have
started to go hand-in-hand. Data science has completely
changed the way modern games are played. The games have
become so competitive that we now need the intervention of
numbers(statistics) and computers. Players, team managers,
coaches, and even fans rely on sports analytics before making
decisions or developing strategies.
Sports Analytics is a field that applies data analysis techniques
to analyze various components of the sports industry, such as
player performance, business performance, recruitment, and
more, to make decisions and predictions. Although Sports
Analytics is not new -Branch Rickey did it over 100 years
ago. Ease in technology and data availability has given it a
new well deserved hype. The first book on Sports Analytics
“Moneyball” was published in 2004, thus changing the course
of the sports industry since then.
Some of the important data a team analysis before a match
includes:

Simran Singh

• Opposing team player statistics
• Player analysis of the team
• Recent wins and losses of both the teams
• Game-day weather conditions
• Game statistics or strategy winning probability
• Fan Analysis
The NBA has been optimizing the maximum usage of sports
analytics to make the games more competitive, accurate, and
real. Within 5-10 years, A high demand for Sports Analysts
is excepted as every major sporting league has started
harnessing the power of numbers(statistics) and computers.

DOWN:
1. It is a process used by companies to turn raw data into
useful information.
2. It is a collection of data that is huge in volume, yet growing
exponentially with time. It is a data with so large size and
complexity that none of traditional data management
tools can store it or process it efficiently.
3. In probability theory and statistics, ________ named after
the Reverend Thomas Bayes, describes the probability of
an event, based on prior knowledge of conditions that
might be related to the event.
ACROSS:
4. It is the data that describes other data. This summarizes
basic information about data, which can make finding and
working with particular instances of data easier.
5. In statistics, the ___________ is a measure of the amount
of variation or dispersion of a set of values.
6. It is a procedure or formula for solving a problem, based on
conducting a sequence of specified actions. A computer
program can be viewed as an elaborate ___________. In
mathematics and computer science,__________ usually
means a small procedure that solves a recurrent problem.
7. It is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like model
of decisions and their possible consequences, including
chance event outcomes, resource costs, and utility. It is one
way to display an algorithm that only contains conditional
control statements.
8. In statistics and probability, __________ are cut points
dividing the range of a probability distribution into
continuous intervals with equal probabilities, or dividing
the observations in a sample in the same way.
4
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CAN DATA HARM THE ENVIRONMENT?
Data is the most powerful concept of this era. It has
revolutionized our way of living.
Today, data is everything. We are well aware of its advantages,
but have you ever wondered how it impacts the environment?
In today’s social media-centric world, we have produced more
data than the previous 5000 years of human civilization. As
of 2020, internet users generated 59 zettabytes of data, and
of course, it is growing as you read this. While this may not
sound like news of concern, it is! Every app on your mobile
has a physical location on the earth called a ‘data centre.’
These centres operate at lower temperatures to enable
internet efficiency. Maintaining these requires a tremendous
amount of power. As of 2025, data centres could account for
10% of global electricity usage.
In recent years, Artificial Intelligence(AI) has gained much
significance due to its potential in the technology sector.
However, AI consumes more power than you can ever think
of. Any AI model requires training that consumes an excessive
amount of resources. A single AI model can utilize more than
284 tonnes of carbon dioxide, which roughly accounts for five
times of lifetime emission from an average car. Note that AI is
still ‘evolving.’ You can only imagine its future consequences.
AI can be a significant contributor to climate change.
So what’s the solution? Cloud service providers like Google,
Microsoft, and Amazon are working towards decreasing their
carbon footprint. Google created an AI model that reduced
their energy consumption at their data centres by 35%, and
Microsoft promises to be carbon negative by 2030.

WORDSEARCH

Nunna Sreya

Like any other global situation, you can also contribute to
making a change. Delete your archives and unwanted data
regularly. Data centres store your junk files and emails as
well. According to a survey, if every person in France deleted
at least 50 archive or spam emails, they could save enough
energy to power the Eiffel Tower for 42 years!
Climate Change is the humanity’s most critical global crisis
today. We need impactful solutions for tomorrow. Make small
changes in your lifestyle to make a bigger difference.

WORDS TO FIND
Yash Lucas

Aerica Rishiraj

1. ALGORITHM

5. DATABASE

2. ANALYSIS

6. DATA MODELS

3. BIG DATA

7. DATA SCIENTIST

4. CLUSTERING

8. DEEP LEARNING

FUN FACTS
• Text data comprise 91 percent of the data used in
data science.
• Internal systems generate nearly 78 percent of the input
data utilised in data science.
• 33 percent of the data is images, 15 percent is video,
and 11 percent is audio.
• 41 percent of the data in the data science pipeline
comes from public data.

CHRIST (Deemed to be University)Pune Lavasa Campus - ‘The Hub of Analytics’
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ECONOMICS : A QUESTION OR AN ANSWER TO QUESTIONS
Economics is a social science devoted to study how people
and societies get what they need and want. Economics is the
reason behind the answer to the question ‘will I be broke by
the end of this month or will I survive? ’The science behind the
economic growth (or lack thereof ) of a nation is economics.
Economics studies use of limited resources for individuals
and nation’s benefit without harming the future. The subject
studies the past trends to take actions at present to protect
and better the future. Economics is correlated to every other
subject. It is a critical factor that determines whether leftwing or right-wing will come into power next election and is
why several historical changes happened like the Industrial
Revolution.
Economics and economic ideologies are evolving since
time immemorial. Those who study economics do not learn
theories, instead they question every action around them,
even when it means to question the letters written in black.
This analytical attitude built while studying economics often
results in a new economics theories. John Keynes questioned
the classical on their free-market approach

Kritica Bisht

and gave way to the Keynesian theory, which got the world
out of The Great Depression. Keynes’ approach was challenged
on the grounds of stagnation by those who went on to make
the school of neoclassical economics. However, that was
not the end because economics is evolving. Neoclassical
economists are being questioned on their unrealistic idea
of full employment. Economics is changing with the only
constant being that it is analysing the past for the future.

SIX HANDSHAKE RULE
The six handshake rule or popularly known six degrees of
separation theory is the notion that any two people in the
world are connected by six or fewer social acquaintances. In
a world of 7.9 billion people, the six handshake rule hints that
you and Tom Cruise can be connected by a chain of utmost
six friends. A Hungarian author, Frigyes Karinthy, originally
proposed the six handshake rule in the early 20th century.
This concept was popularized to the public in different forms
of media. A play and later a movie based on this theory was
written by John Guare. Another famous adaptation of the rule
is the Six degrees of Kevin Bacon, a game developed by a few
students of Albright College in Pennsylvania. In the game,
two actors are said to be connected if they have appeared
in the same movie and the game was to connect any actor
to Kevin Bacon using at most six other actors. Another
interesting implication derived from the six handshake rule is
that any two web pages are connected by a path of six links.
The degree of separation further reduces when the social
network in Facebook is considered. In this particular case, the
degree of separation averages to 3.5, which means that any
two people in Facebook are connected by approximately 3.5
friends. Studies suggest that, even with the social distancing
imposed by the current environmental scenario, the degree
of separation is further reducing amidst the increasing world
population. Ever since the inception of the theory, a lot of
attempts were done to prove and disprove the theory. Graph
theory is one of the most employed tools in the pursuit of
proving the six handshake rule. A graph is a collection of
objects and their relations pictorially represented by vertices
and edges. Using graph theory, one can reduce the problem
of proving six degrees of separation problem into a problem
of finding the distance between two vertices,
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where a vertex represents a person and an edge between two
vertices suggests that the people those vertices represent
are acquaintances. Breadth-first search, depth-first search
and Dijkstra’s algorithm are some of the well known graph
algorithms used to find the distance between any two
vertices. An element common in the mentioned algorithms is
that the distance between two vertices A and B is calculated
by fixing a vertex, say A, and traversing to the vertex B from A.
Another algorithm that can be employed is the bidirectional
search, where the algorithm simultaneously starts from both
vertices A and B, aiming to meet somewhere midway of the
graph. In other words, to show that you are connected to Tom
Cruise with six friends, this algorithm will consider only the
friends of friends of friends of Tom and the friends of friends
of your friends. There are other interesting ways to prove the
rule too.
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Whether it is proven using graph theory or not, it is interesting
to see how everyone in this world is interconnected and how
a simple theory has marked its presence in popular culture
and scientific research. After all, it’s a small world!

CODING SOUNDS

Srushti Summanvar

Data Data
Everywhere...

Jibrael Jos

Inputs Inputs everywhere
But what
Data should I store
Fields Fields everywhere
But what
Columns do I need more

Did you ever correlate Python to something you love? Did
you ever think you could create music with Python? Now,
we know how expensive instruments can be, but music is
something that all of us connect to.
Our curiosity towards music can be limitless, but we stop
when the money factor is considered. So, what if we create
our own instruments? A digital instrument. Believe it or not,
this is possible through Python. Python is a programming
language, which is why it is mainly compared to the
development aspect, -whether developing applications or
other software programs, but that’s not all that Python does.
You can synthesize audio using Numpy and Scipy in Python.
We are aware that every note has its own frequency; each
note has some form of vibration. Let’s think of an actual
piano; every key produces a sound at a different frequency.
So to create a sound, we need to know the frequency. We can
make the music by converting the initial sound into a NumPy
array, mapping notes with frequency for a particular duration
with a specific amplitude, and- Voila! We have created music
on a digital instrument of our choice.
Certain things are always stereotyped for something specific,
but that’s not how it has to be. You can connect these things
with another domain. Experiment and find what you want.
It is mind-blowing to imagine creating sound through some
mere amount of coding. The coding part may be tricky, but it
might as well be worth the effort as you get to hear the music
you created.

World is ever changing
things changing at the core
System we design today
will it be relevant anymore
Data data everywhere
But where is
the Knowledge I seek
Facts Facts everywhere
But where are
the Insights I need
Business needs decision
Leaders need to take a call
Can we make a system that
generates wisdom for all
Graduates Graduates
everywhere
Where are the data scientist?
The one who can
not only analyse data
but can create
a prediction machine

CHRIST (Deemed to be University)Pune Lavasa Campus - ‘The Hub of Analytics’
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WOMEN IN BIG DATA (WIBD)
Women in Big Data (WiBD) started as a grass-roots organization in 2015
with the mission to inspire and connect women in big data careers.
Starting with 15 members and one chapter in San Francisco’s Bay Area,
the WiBD community grew to over 17,000 members across 37 chapters
and six continents. CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Pune, Lavasa
Campus - ’The Hub of Analytics’ inaugurated their student chapter on
8 March 2021 on Women’s Day. Our WiBD chapter is amongst one of the
four Academic Partners of this prestigious organization.

Dr Lija Jacob

Prathna Khanna

Akhil M Nair

Ayan Datta

Libin Chacko Samuel

Sandeep Jabez

WiBD has organised various events which include informative and
insightful talks on ‘Data Storytelling’ followed by a tech talk on Data
Analytics and Opportunities as well as a webinar on Analytics and
Business.Wibd looks forward to organising such events in the future in
collaboration with the Department of Data Science under the guidance
of the WiBD student branch counselor, Dr Lija Jacob.

COMPUTER SOCIETY OF INDIA (CSI)
The seed for the Computer Society of India (CSI) was first shown in the year
1965 with a handful of IT enthusiasts who were a computer user group
who felt the need to organize their activities. They wanted to share their
knowledge and exchange ideas on what they felt was a fast emerging
sector. Today CSI takes pride in being the largest and most professionally
managed association of and for IT professionals in India. The purpose
of CSI is scientific education directed towards the advancement of the
theory and practice of Computer Science and IT.
The Department of Data Science at CHRIST (Deemed to be University),
Pune Lavasa Campus - ’The Hub of Analytics’ holds a student branch of
CSI with over 150 active student members, Mr Akhil M Nair as the student
branch counselor of CSI, regularly organizes SEARCC Programming
Contest, Alan Turing Quiz, Discover Thinking Project Contest, Online
Programming Contest etc. for the students.

CYBER PEACE FOUNDATION
Cyber Peace Foundation is a Non-Governmental Organization that was
started due to increasing Nations-sponsored cyber-attacks, cyber wars
and cyber weapons. Cyberpeace Foundation Center of Excellence (COE) is
a ‘Community Driven Collaborative Open Source Framework for Research
and Development’ for academia. The main goal of COE is to put together
loosely coupled engineering research groups working on cyberspace,
especially cybersecurity. The COE is organised within the Department of
Data Science which consists of a team of academicians who will work
with the CPF COE team to conduct research on problem statements that
may come from industry, academia, government, or any other source.
Various events and seminars have been conducted. Multiple events and
many more collaborations have been planned and will be executed in
the near future under the guidance of the student branch counselor,
Mr. Libin Chacko.
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